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Abstract 
Convergence analysis of B-differentiable algorithm for solving a class of linear complementarity problems is 
presented and the quadratic convergence results are established. By converting the LCP into equivalent equations, the 
solvability and convergence of the equations are proved. The algorithm given can be used to analyze specific systems 
of nonlinear equations in the future. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the following equations:    
( ) 0F x =                                                                
     A classical algorithm for finding a solution to such equations is Newton method [1]. Given an initial 
guess 0x , we compute a sequence { }kx as follows: 
     1 1( ( )) ( )k k k kx x F x F x+ −′= −
where F  is a continuously differentiable function, i.e. a smooth function. 
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     Newton method is attractive because it converges rapidly from any sufficiently good initial guess. 
Generally, F  is not a smooth function. Then the formula needs to be improved.  
Nonsmooth equations arise from reformulations of nonlinear complementarity problems, variational 
inequalities, nonlinear programming problems and other optimization problems. Since Robinson 
introduced B-derivative [3], many efforts have been made to solve nondifferentiable cases, among them 
are [4-7], most of which are motivated to solve many problems in mathematical programming. Pang[4-5] 
and Harker[6] extended the classical Newton method for solving nonlinear equations to B-differentiable 
functions and applied them to nonlinear complementarity and variational inequality problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we review the notion of a B- differentiable function, and some important properties of 
such a function.  
     Definition 1[4]. A function : n mF R R→  is said to be B- differentiable at a point x , if there exits a 
function ( ) : n mBF x R R→ , called the B-derivative of F at x , which is positively homogeneous of degree 
1 (i.e. ( )( ) ( )BF x th tBF x h= for all nh R∈ and all 0t ≥ ), such that 
0
( ) ( ) ( )
lim 0
h
F x h F x BF x h
h→
+ − −
=                        (1)
    Definition 2[4]. A function ( ) : n mBF x D R R⊂ → is Lipschitzian at x , if F is B-differentiable in D
and  there exit a neighborhood N  of x and a constant 0L > , such that for all y N∈  and nh R∈  with 
1h = , ( ( ) ( ))BF x BF y h L x y− ≤ − .
     Proposition 1[4]. Let : n nF R R→ be locally Lipschitzian at a vector x , If F  is F -differentiable at x ,
then it is B - differentiable there and ( ) ( )BF x F x′= . Conversely if F  is B -differentiable at x  and if 
the B -derivative ( )BF x v  is linear in v , then F  is F -differentiable at x  . 
    Proposition 2[4]. Let : n nF R R→  be B -differentiable in a neighborhood of x , the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) The B-derivative ( )BF x  satisfies the stronger limit property,
( , ) ( , )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
lim 0
y z x x
F y F z BF x y z
y z→
− − −
=
−
;
(ii) F has a strong F-derivative at x ;
(iii) ( )BF ⋅  is continuous at x , i.e, for every 0ε > , there exists a neighborhood N of x , such that for 
all z N∈ , and all nv R∈ , ( ) ( )BF z v BF x v vε− ≤ .
     Proposition 3[4]. Let : n nF R R→  be B-differentiable. Then for any vectors x , y  and z ,
0 1
( ) ( ) ( )( ) sup ( ( ( )) ( ))( ) .
t
F x F y BF z x y BF y t x y BF z x y
≤ ≤
− − − ≤ + − − −
Lemma 1[4]. Let , : n nf h R R→  be F-differentiable functions. Let : n nH R R→  be defined by 
( ) min( ( ), ( ))H x f x h x= , where the “min” operator denotes the componentwise minimum of two vectors, 
then (1) ( )H x is everywhere B-differentiable with the B-derivative given by 
( ) ( ),
( ( ) ) min( ( ) , ( ) ) ( ),
( ) ( ),
T
i
T T
i i i
T
i
f x v if i x
BH x v f x v h x v if i x
h x v if i x
α
β
γ
⎧ ∇ ∈⎪
= ∇ ∇ ∈⎨⎪ ∇ ∈⎩
where ( ) { : ( ) ( )}i ix i f x h xα = < ,   ( ) { : ( ) ( )}i ix i f x h xβ = =  and ( ) { : ( ) ( )}i ix i f x h xγ = > ;
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(2) H  is F-differentiable at a point x  if and only if for each index ( )i xβ∈ , ( ) ( )i if x h x∇ = ∇ . In 
particular, this holds if ( )xβ is empty; 
(3) If both f and h have a strong F-derivative at a point x , and if H is F-differentiable at x , then the 
F-derivative∇H(x) is strong; 
(4) If both f and h  have a Lipschitzian derivative at x , then the B-derivative ( )BH ⋅ is Lipschitzian 
at x .
3. B-differentiable algorithm 
Let : n nF R R→  be a B-differentiable function. Consider the solution of the system of the nonlinear 
equations : 
( ) 0F x =                                                              (2)
referring to the classical Newton method for solving a F-differentiable system of equations, we define an 
iterative algorithm for solving the problem (2) . Let kx  be a given iterate. Solve the following system for 
kd :
     ( ) ( ) 0k k kF x BF x d+ =                                       (3)
and set 1k k kx x d+ = + , continue until some stopping criterion is satisfied. 
4. B-differentiable algorithm for solving a class of linear complementarity problems 
For a given matrix ( ) n nijM m R
×
= ∈  and a given vector nq R∈ , the linear complementarity problem, 
denoted by ( , )q M , is to compute a vector x such that 
0, 0, ( ) 0TMx q x Mx q x+ ≥ ≥ + =                    (4) 
or to show that no solution exists. 
We define the function : n nF R R→  by 
     ( ) min( , )F x Mx q x= +                                          (5) 
It is easy to verify that a zero of F is a solution of (4), and vice versa [7]. 
     Theorem 1. Let : n nF R R→  be defined by  (5), then F is everywhere B-differentiable. 
Proof By Lemma 1, we set ( )f x Mx q= + , ( )h x x= , obviously, ( )f x  and ( )h x are F-differentiable 
everywhere, thus F is B-differentiable everywhere, with the B-derivative defined by  
     
( ),
( ( ) ) min( , ) ( ),
( ),
T
i
T T
i i i
T
i
m v if i x
BF x v m v e v if i x
e v if i x
α
β
γ
⎧ ∈⎪
= ∈⎨⎪ ∈⎩
      (6)
where ( )ij n nM m ×= , 1 2( , , , ) ,
T n
i i i inm m m m R= ∈L ( ) { : ( ) 0},
T
i i ix i m e x qα = − + <
( ) { : ( ) 0},Ti i ix i m e x qβ = − + = ( ) { : ( ) 0}Ti i ix i m e x qγ = − + >  and ( 1,2, , )ie i n= L denote the unit 
column vectors of nR .
     Theorem 2. Suppose *x  is a solution to (5), if all the ith lines and ith columns of M *( ( ))i xγ∈  are 
eliminated, determinant of the *( )n xγ− square matrix composing of the left elements in terms of the 
original order of M is nonzero, and if *( )xβ ≠ ∅ , for any *( )i xβ∈ , i im e= , then there exists a 
neighbourhood N  of *x such that for all vectors x N∈  and all vectors ny R∈ , the system 
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     ( ) 0y BF x d+ =                                                     (7) 
has a unique solution d .
Proof We prove this theorem from three aspects. First, we prove the strong F-property of F at *x , then 
prove the existence of the solution, and finally prove the uniqueness. 
(1) If *( )xβ = ∅ , by Lemma1(2), we know F is F-differentiable at *x . If *( )xβ ≠ ∅ , by the 
conditions given, we know for any *( )i xβ∈ , i im e= . Also by Lemma 1(2), we know F is F-
differentiable at *x . Obviously, ,Mx q x+ are strong F-differentiable everywhere. Consequently, by 
Lemma1(3), F has a strong F-derivative at *x . And without loss of generality, we may 
assume *( ) { 1, 2, , }x j j nγ = + + L , by (6), we can obtain *( )F x′
     
11 1 1 1 1
1 1*( )
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
j j n
j jj jj jn
m m m m
m m m m
F x
+
+
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
′ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
L L
L L L L
L L
L L
L L L L
L L
.
In view of the assumptions, we have the determinant of *( )BF x  nonzero. 
(2) Existence. By Proposition 2(iii), there exists a neighbourhood N of *x , such that for all vectors 
x N∈  and nd R∈ , * 1 *
1
( ) ( ( ) ( ))
2
BF x BF x BF x d d− − ≤ .
      For an arbitrary vector y with * 1
1
( )
2
BF x y− ≤  and a vector x N∈ , define the mapping : n nG R R→
by * 1 *( ) ( ) ( ( ( ) ( )) )G d BF x y BF x BF x d−= − + − . Obviously, G is Lipschitzian and maps the unit ball of Rn
into itself. Consequently, by Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem, G has a fixed point. Now for an arbitrary y, 
we may consider the scaled vector * 12 ( )
yy
BF x y−
=%  and the scaled system ( ) 0y BF x d+ =% . By the 
above argument, this latter system has a solution d%. Scaling d% back by * 12 ( )BF x y−  yields a solution 
to (7). 
(3) Uniqueness. Suppose the system has two solutions d1 and d2. Since 
*( )BF x  is nonsingular, there 
exists a constant 0c >  such that for all vectors nd R∈ , *( )BF x d c d≥ . Let ε  be any scalar in (0,c), 
by Proposition 2(iii), there exists a neighborhood N of *x such that for all x N∈  and all nd R∈ ,
     *( ) ( )BF x d BF x d dε− ≤ .                               (8) 
Take a vector x N∈  and arbitrary vectors u and v, by the definition of B-derivative, we have  
*
*
0
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) lim 0
t
F x tu F x tv tBF x u v
BF x u BF x v BF x u v
t→
+ − + − −
− − − = =
and by Proposition 3 and (8) we easily derive *( ) ( ) ( )( )BF x u BF x v BF x u v u vε− − − ≤ − .
According to triangle inequality, we can get 
     ( ) ( ) ( )BF x u BF x v c u vε− ≥ − − .                     (9) 
For u and v are arbitrary vectors, we set u = d1 and v = d2 in  (9), and note that 1 2( ) ( )BF x d BF x d= ,
thus the solution to the system must be unique.  
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     Theorem 3. Suppose * ,x M  satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2, then there exists a neighbourhood N 
of *x  such that for any initial vector 0x N∈ , the sequence { }kx  created by (3) is well-defined, remains 
in N and quadratically converges to *.x
Proof Here we only need to prove the sequence { }kx  remains in N, converges to *x  and the convergence 
rate is quadratic. Define the iteration mapping : nH N R→ , N is the neighbourhood as given in Theorem 2, 
for a vector kx N∈ , 1 ( )k kx H x+ = is the unique solution to the following system 1( ) ( )( ) 0k k k kF x BF x x x++ − = .
By the definition of H and for all nh R∈ , we have * * * *( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) 0F x h BF x h H x h x h+ + + + − + = , thus 
* * * * * * * * *( )( ( ) ( )) [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ] ( ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ( ) ))BF x h H x h H x F x h F x BF x h BF x h BF x H x h H x h+ + − =− + − − − + − + − +    (10) 
 By the nonsingularity of *( )BF x , there exists a scalar 0c >  such that for all vectors v ,
*( )BF x v c v≥ . Let ε  be any scalar in (0,c), then for all h  with h  sufficient small, we have 
* * * * *( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )BF x h H x h H x c H x h H x+ + − ≥ + − , * * *( ) ( ) ( )F x h F x BF x h hε+ − − ≤  and 
* * * *( ( ) ( ))( ( ) ( ( ) ))BF x h BF x H x h H x h+ − + − + * *( ) ( ( ) )H x h H x hε≤ + − + .
We take norms in both sides of (10) and use the triangle inequality in the right side and for h
sufficient small we have 
* *( ) ( ) 2H x h H x
h c
ε
ε
+ −
≤
−
. Thus H is F-di erentiable at *x , and its F-
derivative is 0. By Ostrowski’s Theorem[1], we know H is a contraction mapping and *x is a point of 
attraction of the iterative 1 ( )k kx H x+ = , thus the sequence { }kx  remains in N and converges to *x .
We have 1 *( ) ( )( ) ( ) 0k k k kF x BF x x x F x++ − − = , rearranging terms, we obtain 
1( )( )k k kBF x x x+ − − * * *( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )k k k k kBF x x x F x F x BF x x x− = − − − ,
by (9), we have 1 * 1 *( )( ) ( )( )k k k k k kBF x x x BF x x x c x x+ +′− − − ≥ − , and by Proposition 3 and 
Lemma1(4), we have
2* * *( ) ( ) ( )( )k k k kF x F x BF x x x L x x− − − ≤ − ,that is 
2* 1 *k kx x L x x+ ′− ≤ − ,
which establishes the quadratic rate of convergence. 
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